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Carraig’s 2018 tracks

Carraig wintered successfully again
at James Watt Dock, Greenock and
was as ready as she was going to

be for this year’s sailing, having been
through the usual preseason antifouling
and re-storing, and ready for launching on
Tuesday 24 April. Over the winter: The
heater had been sent ashore for assessment
and refitted with a condensing exhaust
drain to limit water ingress, caused by a
drilled drain hole in the toe rail above the
hull filling the exhaust fitting; The
propeller’s pitch was again gently and
minutely tweaked to provide improved
engine revs; The anchor and chain were
fitted with a ‘Kong’ - a swivel anchor
connector - which was to provide a
remarkable improvement to our anchor
handling, the anchor now rotates freely
onto the bow fitting; In addition the sails
had gone to Saturn, who advised that I
should start saving for a new genoa.

The plan of campaign
I have always been minded to sail into
Sanda anchorage and explore, simply
because over the years, quickly rounding
the Mull has taken precedence. Then, to
visit one or two lesser visited anchorages
around the Garvellachs and onwards to the
Southwest of Mull. Some places had been
visited on Lassiette (our ex-wooden Robert
Clark 32 footer). Furthermore Carraig’s a
Moody 33 with an immeasurably different
cruising capabilities to Lassiette, with her
9ft beam, spray covered deck and exposed
cockpit, was at times both damp topsides
and wet below. Certainly Carraig wins in
terms of dry comfort and size.

The launch goes smoothly and we lay to
James Watt Dock’s (JWD) new E pontoon.
The plan was to go down to the mooring at
Rockholm, Kames in a couple of days, but
first the sails needs to be bent on. The main

goes on easily enough but the foresail
proves troublesome. Inspecting the
forestay’s luff foil, it’s immediately
apparent that during the winter lay-up
major ice damage has occurred, the roller
reefing forestay’s outer foil is damaged
beyond repair. Luckly, JWD and Clyde’s
Mast and Rigging support our insurance
claim, and our Insurer condemn the
obsolete system and agrees a replacement
at £3,000. All to be managed and installed
whilst Pamela and I are in America, so
Carraig remains at JWD until Saturday 23
June.

Sunday 24 June
To Kames mooring
1100 hrs. Hamish and Pamela onboard,
after our spectacular American trip and
with Carraig’s month’s layup, we are
pleased to find her sound and dry. We
store up and run up the engine, inspect the
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helm and declare it an excellent day before
we kiss the Portavadie pontoon for 6
minutes allowing Mum and Pamela to
disembark and drive back to Rockholm.
1500 hrs. Off the pontoon and motored ‘til
1642 hrs. when Carraig’s back at the
Rockholm mooring.

Thursday 28 June
to Sunday 1 July
Hamish onboard to add more stores and in
particular additional chain for the kedge
anchor. Then, sails up towards the East
Kyles, Caladh and Colintraive.

The weather continues to be fine, with a
well established high providing land and
sea breezes and cloud free days. It’s so dry
the midgies have had it, but the cleggs
(horse flies) are viciously biting anything
and anybody ashore. It’s said that in
prolonged heat the midge eggs desiccate,
also, the male’s sperm and enclosed DNA
gets destroyed and this has a knock on
effect for several generations.

Monday 2 July
Kames mooring towards Campbeltown
and onwards to Sanda Island Roads.
The plan is to round the Mull of Kintyre in
the good settled weather.

The late departure from the Mooring at
1406 hrs. is to garner the power of the
South going tide stream down the
Kilbrannan Sound.

The weather is “Ts” and shorts weather -
simply glorious. 1500 hrs. Ardlamont
abeam with a limp main in fine weather
and the motor’s pushing Carraig in the
strengthening southerly current at over 6.5
knts. 1700 hrs. A sharp reminder: While

underway and washing down I dip the
bucket ‘over the wall’ while Carraig
steams at 7.5kts; and misjudging the rate of
fill have to let go as the bucket fills
completely and streams astern; rounding
up to retrieve, it’s an uncomfortable, but
timely reminder of my vulnerability.
Unfortunately Tesco’s buckets are not built
for this type of ducking and only the
lanyard and handle comes back onboard.
There’s a time for everything, but this has
been a timely reminder that going over the
wall whilst single-handed could be
curtains and I resort once again to wearing
a life jacket when on deck and give up
washing down underway. The weather,
however, remains fabulously
Mediterranean.

1900 hrs. Kintyre Otterard Rock buoy
abeam, I’ve decided on a change of
destination to Sanda, the weather being
really settled make this decision a ‘no
brainer’. 2000 hrs. Johnston’s point and
past the Bastard, there’s a need to run
slightly south to avoid the Tum ba nach
Race (very roughly translated as ‘the place
where cattle drown) to the west of Sheep
Island. 2024 hrs. Sanda Sound with
Arranman’s Barrels abeam I alter to cross
the Sound and line up with the leading
line into Sanda Roads. 2100 hrs. Anchored.
Now it sinks in why it’s a Road and
Carraig rolls heavily in a peculiar swell
that’s generated locally as the tide hits the
reefs. 2124 hrs. Re-anchor with a clear
sandy bottom and Carraig settles down a
bit, but it’s far from satisfactory.

Tuesday 3 July
Sanda Island Roads towards Gigha
I’m up early when the tide’s turn brings
another walloping swell and the current
runs strongly through the reefs and islets.
0600 hrs. The yacht White Heather leaves
for the Mull and is swept out into the
Sound crabbing her way southward - an
odd time to leave and I check my tide
calculations and workings - she’ll have a
hard slog if she’s going to Gigha. I’m in no
rush and plan to explore.

Sanda Island
The island has connections with several
well-known historical personages,
including the Bruce family, Wallace and
Saint Ninian, the first evangeliser north of
Hadrian’s Wall, and bizarrely, Jack Bruce
of Cream fame, who owned it during his
rock heydays. The island is known for the
ruins of a chapel built by Saint Ninian, for
its Celtic crosses and its reputed holy well.
It is said that Ninian was buried here, and
indeed, the island was in possession of the
Priory of Whithorn in Galloway until the
Reformation. It is said that Ninian’s grave
was marked by an alder tree, and that
whoever stepped on it would die - a
definite disincentive for a visit.

The island’s now uninhabited excepting
for some suspicious sheep and small herd

new foresail furling system and check the
lower rigging. 1300 hrs. To the fuel berth to
take on 70l of fresh fuel, finally at 1342 hrs.
Carraig is off the berth and heading
downstream into a light SW’ly force 3.
Clear of Clydeport Container Port
Channel, we unfurl the foresail for an
inspection, the new rig is a significant
improvement. 1800 hrs. all fast to the
mooring, the pennant being fat and
festooned with mussels and marine life,
We had had Cunningham check the
mooring way back in early April, now
nearly three months later the marine
growth is spectacular.

Tuesday 25 June to Portavadie
1018 hrs. Off mooring heading for the
Marina for lunch in East to NE’ly 3-4 once
round Ardlamont buoy the wind allows a
broad reach to a run to the Marina and
alongside at 1248 hrs. There’s no charge for
a lunch stop.

An excellent lunch with Pamela and Mum,
at 93 still game for a sail. Back on board
and off the pontoon at 1406 hrs. and
rounded Skat Mor anticlockwise under
foresail and engine. Mum has a shot at the

Damaged forestay and roller reefing foil

Kames Bay from Rockholm in glorious summer sun
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of deer. Ashore from the dingy at the pier
gives a pleasant respite from the swell.
Ignoring the multiple no trespassing signs,
erected by the absentee Swiss owners,
clearly upset by the Scottish Right to Roam
Act, I set off on the track towards the
lighthouse across to the South East side of
the Island.

As usual, the Island’s bigger than
envisioned in my mind’s eye and it’s
already hot as I discard sailing gear and
heft my bag and water. The Island’s an
odd ball - close enough to the mainland to
be regularly visited, but at 300 acres too
small to sustain anything but a smallish
population. In addition, the fast current
riven surrounding waters, with small
outlying islets and extensive coastal reefs
can be dangerous and need respect. The
bay facing farm buildings are boarded up,
the holiday lets are deserted, the neglected
pub has long lost any irregular clientele
and the fertile land is returning to rough
grazing, bracken, heather and scrub. The
semi paved road winds over a low col
before the view of the lighthouse and
distant Northern Ireland comes to sight.

Sanda lighthouse (fl 10s) is situated off the
south end. Since the Christina, of Glasgow,
outward bound in bad weather, was lost
with all hands on the nearby Pattersons
Rock as far back as 1825, there had been a
demand for a light on this island which
forms the turning into the Clyde after
passing through the north Channel
between Scotland and Ireland. Trinity
House proposed the move of the Mull of
Kintyre light to Sanda, the Northern Lights
Commissioners declined, although they
were willing to mark Pattersons Rock with
a beacon. As wrecks continued, however,
they later decided to build on the summit
of the Ship Rock, the small detached rock
off Sanda. The engineer designed a stone
tower 3 steps set against the face of the
rock, still the only one of its kind in
Scotland. It was first exhibited in 1850. The
excellent walk is to the abandoned
lighthouse keepers buildings, the foot of
the imposing lighthouse and a large stack
resembling an elephant’s face and trunk.

Forecast variable mainly East to NE 3-4
visibility - good

1300 hrs. Anchor aweigh and clear of the
Roads - to be well South in Sanda Sound
for 1400 hrs. The fine weather and steady
long low westerly swell permits a close in
run round the Mull. 1400 hrs. Stron Uamha
abeam and I close right in to avoid the
inevitable eddies - my timing appears to be
spot on. 1430 hrs. Mull of Kintyre
Lighthouse abeam - on Sunday 10 June this
year the 1830s rotating light (itself a
replace for the original 1787 light) is to be
permanently extinguished and a
temporary light with reduced range of 12
miles fitted, a new modern fixed array
replacement light will be exhibited
sometime late in 2018. It’s perhaps one of

those few most glorious of West Coast
days - unfortunately the wind goes light to
cats paws and its a motor to Gigha. A
couple of minke whale ‘chuff’ very loudly,
lazily heading south in the sun and I dig
out the suncream, set the autopilot, and
settle down to a late lunch.

Approaching Gigha, with little wind to
ruffle the water, I choose to take Carraig
West of Cara and Gigalum avoiding Cara
Gigalum rocks by going through Gigalum
Sound. Whilst narrow, shallow and rock
strewn, the sunlit water is clear and the
route through on sand - Antares charts
again prove invaluable.

1818 hrs. All fast at Ardminish Bay on
buoy 16. The yacht White Heather lies
close to, apparently none the worse for the
early start. Ashore to the Hotel for gin and
a fine Gigha halibut, England still in the
World Cup wins on penalties - perhaps a
first. Late revellers speed through the
anchorage disturbing the peace and
spilling many a shipboard drink, but
otherwise alls well and to my bunk
knackered at the end of a glorious day.

Gigha’s famed Boathouse restaurant and
the Island’s open welcome makes it all a
tad busy these days and I’m disinclined to
share the less than salubrious showers
with the many tenters and semi-
permanent mobile home campers, who
have pitched up noisily around the
Boathouse.

Wednesday 4 July
Gigha towards Oban via Crinan
The forecast’s variable becoming NW 3 or
4 becoming NW and decreasing with
drizzle at times. This predicted rain
(drizzle!) is at odds with today’s synoptic
chart and today’s cotton wool cumulus
clouds. With a modern disconnect between
the now defunct local weather reporters
with their Mark I eyeball and the new
reliance on Regional Belfast Coastguard,
automatic weather stations and Southern
English Metoffice, it’s both annoying and
inevitable that local weather variance are
no longer picked up and correctly
promulgated.

0830 hrs. Off the mooring and motoring
towards Crinan for bunkers. The reality is
that I’m light on fuel, I should have taken
on a full load at JWD, and singularly failed
so to do in the Clyde and fuel can be
expensive on the West Coast. There are
more boats sitting in Gigha’s remoter bays
and avoiding the extensive fish farm in
Duimyeon Bay. At Gigha’s North end the
breeze fills in and I’m ready for the first
real sail of the season and Carriag picks up
to a steady 4-5kts

1230 hrs. At the Mac Cormaig Isles the
wind falters and goes light, there’s wind
around but I’m sitting in a hole, against the
tide, Carraig’s log barely registers and at
one time we drift astern in glorious

Sanda’s farm and holiday buildings

Every Lighthouse has a plaque

Sanda’s quirky Lighthouse and stone arch

Once the occasional public house
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sunshine. To the West of the Island there’s
a disconcerting roar and standing waves
from the South going stream. The Mac
Cormag’s gut is a popular anchorage,
being close to Loch Sween’s gaggle of fast
ribs, but I’m keen to push-on. 1400 hrs.
Better wind at Keills Point and as the wind
goes aft it’s time to Goosewing the genoa,
the tide slackens off, still no sign of this
drizzle as traffic motors south loudly in
hot sunshine. 1620 hrs. at Crinan
Boatyard’s pontoon to take bunkers. I rig
for Starboard side (the fuel filler’s to
Starboard) and reverse Carraig into the
pontoon as my preferred berth is occupied
by a lovely ketch, it’s five crew watch but
don’t assist.

1720 hrs. Bunkered and showered at the
boatyard, no time for a wander to the
Crinan Canal, I’m keen to be off with the
flood tide through the Dorus Mor. 1830
hrs. fladda Island Lt Ho abeam and
Carraig’s through the Sound of Luing and
it’s strong tidal streams where the water
boils as it hits the irregular bottom. Here
the tide fans out through the fingers of
islands and the current runs at upto 10kts
through the Cuan Sound and crashes out
to the Atlantic through the Gulf of
Corryvreckan (the speckled cauldron).
1900 hrs. and I motor through Easdale
Harbour in glorious evening summer sun
with hardly a ripple on the water.

2006 hrs. Motoring up by Horseshoe Bay
in Kerrera Sound - there’s a disparity in
my electronic charts - I currently keep only
my Memory-Map system up to date as it
runs the Antares charting - nevertheless
the buoyage’s been improved and there’s
now less likelihood of standing into the
Ferry Rocks due to confusing buoyage.
2048 hrs. all fast at Kerrera’s Oban marina -
the new owners have a sharp business
acumen - I have to pay for my night
alongside before I can get a drink at the
bar.

Oban was the site of the WWII Catalina
flying boat station and Shackleton long
range base. The Catalinas were served at
the Kerrera side of the bay on purpose
built slips and hangers. After the War the
installation was simply sold on and
initially developed as a boatyard prior to
the Marina’s development. The Yard’s
existence has at times been shaky, more so
now that the Council’s long awaited three
day transit Marina has finally opened
across at Oban’s North Pier.

Thursday 5 July
Weather: North Westerly 4-5 becoming
variable. A cold front has dropped the
temperature and I run the heater - which
works satisfactorily since it’s been back to
the manufacturers.

I fill the water tank and wash the last of
the Kyles of Bute swifts’ shit off the
topsides. Their hard lime droppings are an
absolutely nuisance to remove.

Carraig’s moved to a buoy - she’s here for
seven nights (£100).

Pasta onboard and an early night. I’m a bit
dubious about the Ferry’s web booking
system - will it collect me from the
mooring tomorrow morning? Fears were
ill founded and on Friday 6 July 0800 hrs. I
set off by bus and ferry to collect the car at
Rockholm and go home to Leeds.

Thursday 12 July
Back on board - the Kerrera ferry has
dropped Sue and I onboard in the evening.
Parking is difficult in Oban and we elect to
leave the car at Hazelbank Motors.

Friday 13 July
Oban Kerrera Marina to Colonsay.
We bunker to completely fill the diesel
tank.

Wind’s to be variable before filling
Southerly 4-5.

Hoist the main although it’s a header
down the Kerrera Sound 1200 hrs. Inish
Isle abeam to port. One of the Slate Islands,
Insh Island lies a mile northeast of
Ellenabeich in Seil. It is separated from it
by the Sound of Insh. The private owner,
David Brearley, an Essex Postie, lived in a
spartan cave at the north end.

1300 hrs. Botha Nuadh Rock South
Cardinal Buoy abeam. The tide begins to
flood up past flada Isle and there’s no need
to fight it. 1400 hrs. Anchor in the bay
between Eilean Dubh Beag and Mor -
there’s a number of yachts in for lunch -
the uninhabited island lying in the firth of
Lorn, between the islands of Lunga and
Garbh Eileach. Eilean Dubh Beag (small
black island), which is joined to Eilean
Dubh Mor at very low stages of the tide.

1430 hrs. Again using Antares charts we
tackle the narrow west channel between
the two island on a rising tide. The channel
is narrow, the water’s crystal clear and
hopefully the current’s wafting the kelp
fronds out from the reefs edges.
Nevertheless the sounder shows more than
enough depth of water. We edge Carraig
through at a snail’s pace, certain that we’re
not relying on Carraig’s underwater profile
to run clear. Once through, we note that
there’s been a fair crowd in the anchorage
watching our progress as we head out
towards the Garvellachs.

1700 hrs. Anchor in the East bay formed by
a line of skerries off Eileach an Naoimh in
the Garvellachs, also known as the Holy
Isle, and is uninhabited. The name is Gælic
for “rocky place of the saint”.

We launch the dingy and go ashore,
landing in what is a natural harbour, with
a small spring at its head. The grass is cut
to form paths and we wander up to the
historic ruins. In the heat crickets chirp
and butterflies flit.

Eilean Dubh and Beag with the narrow drying channel - Garvellachs on the horizon

The channel is narrow but passable
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About 542, St. Brendan the Navigator
founded a monastery on Eilach. Columba
is believed to have visited the island and it
is one of the proposed locations of the
Columban retreat isle of Hinba. Eileach an
Naoimh may be the burial site of
Columba’s mother Eithne. The monastery
was destroyed by - or, at least, may have
become excessively vulnerable to - Viking
raiders, from about 800. The island has
probably seen only intermittent occupation
since, which has contributed to the
survival of the ruins of many of the
monastic buildings, including two chapels,
beehive cells, and a graveyard with three
crosses and another circular grave. The
cells are contained in a pentagonal
enclosure overlooking the rocky landing

place on the south, which is guarded by
various skerries. Beyond the enclosure
there is another cell with two rooms. The
oldest chapel is rectangular and may date
from the 11th or 12th centuries. The
monastic ruins are the oldest ecclesiastical
buildings in Scotland and the site is in the
care of Historic Scotland. If the ruins date
from the time of Brendan this would
potentially make them the oldest extant
church buildings in Britain, although the
earliest written record of their existence
dates from the late 9th century.

This year, the midgies have been
decimated in the heat and it’s pleasant to
be out at any time of the day, but, yet, I
haven’t noticed the clegg bite and now my
right wrist is ballooning.

1912 hrs. Anchor aweigh and set off down
the line of Islands in a flat calm towards
Scalasaig Bay on Colonsay, 2200 hrs.
Carraig is circling to the North of the
steamer pier. Three yachts have spread
themselves out carelessly at the pier and a
big work boat comes in from the new big
local fish farm and we can’t squeeze in. We
anchor as close in as we dare, but the Bay
has a reputation for swell and we could
have been doing alongside the pier.

Saturday 14 July
Scalasaig to Tinkers Hole on Mull
0910 hrs. Bit of a letdown Sue and I go
ashore for bacon sarnies - Excepting the
local shop - pretty much everything is
shuttered or closed.

1030 hrs. Anchor aweigh. The windlass
buttons are intermittently sticking and I’m
scratching my head as to what to do. A
good South to SW’ly 4-5 at the North end
of Colonsay and we host a reefed main
and jib. The swell increases to moderate
but Carraig broad reaches well.

Midway to Tinkers Hole far out on the
Starboard quarter closer to the Mull coast,
there’s a big big splash. It can only be a
humpback whale breaching. This is really
exciting as it breaches several times in the
same location. It’s the males that generally
breach - perhaps as a way of
communicating, simply for fun, skin
hygiene or a warning signal. Nevertheless
it’s a true spectacle.

Closer in a pod of dolphins come to
inspect us; diving under the keel and
racing in across the swell till they get
bored and skim off astern. 1318 hrs. Botha
Nan Ramfhear (roaring buoy) North
Cardinal buoy abeam and we alter course
to run down between the Mull coast and
Torran Rocks - the Westerly running tide
gives Carraig a good boost of speed as we
zigzag between rocks.

The main Torran rocks are Dearg Sgeir,
MacPhail’s Anvil, Na Torrain, Torran
Sgoilte and Torr an t-Saothaid although
there are numerous others including the
southernmost of Sgeir Dhoirbh (or Otter
Rock). They cover an area of about 9.7 sq
miles south of the tidal island of Erraid
and the Ross of Mull. The largest islets of
Na Torrain reach 10 metres or more above
sea level and are up to 150 metres long.
West Reef is made up of half a dozen
skerries about 1.2 miles west of Na Torrain.

Between 1867 and 1872 a lighthouse was
built on the isolated reef of Dubh Artach
(black stony ground) some 9.9 miles to the
south west in response to the hazards these
rocks jointly presented to shipping.
Between 1800 and 1854 thirty ships were
wrecked on the Torrans with the loss of
over fifty lives. An astonishing 24 vessels
were lost in the area in a storm on 30–31
December 1865. The reefs are so hazardous
that only small boats can hope to navigate
them with any degree of safety.

In addition to being a hazard to
navigation, they are one of the locations
featured in the novel Kidnapped by Robert
Louis Stevenson. It was in this ‘stoneyard’
that Alan Breck Stewart and David Balfour
were ship-wrecked. David Balfour, the
hero of this tale was then marooned on
neighbouring Erraid for a while.
Stevenson’s father, Thomas was the
designer of Dubh Artach lighthouse, and
the young Robert Louis knew the area
well. He wrote of a ‘black brotherhood -
the Torran reef that lies behind, between
which and the shore the Iona Steamers’
(taking visitors to Iona and Staffa) have to
pick their way on their return to Oban. Us
tourists on this trip can see upwards of
three miles of ocean thickly sown with
these fatal rocks, and the sea breaking
white and heavy over some and others
showing their dark heads threateningly
above water.

It’s remote but beautifully maintained. Sue by the ‘beehive’
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At Eilean a Chalmain and Sgeirean a Phuill
(rocks that make the pool) there’s two bold
kayakers, their boats look diminutive as
they hug the coast close to the rocks to
make an Easting against their foul tide and
swell. Carraig still has a full suit of sails
up, we swing through the Islets trying to
run through in their lee as the surf pounds
noisily to windward. We round up at
Rankin’s Island, Sue’s on the helm as I
gather the main and quickly sort the deck
out before swinging back on course
towards the rock cutting that forms
Tinkers hole. We motor in and come too
before neatly laying out the anchor and
ground tackle on clear sand. There’s a knot
of tide running and at times Carraig is
either tide or wind rode, but mostly
uncomfortably beam to. With little
variance in depth running out more chain
would result in her sheering about and as
the tide eases we settled down. There are
mooring rings to run shore ropes, but the
weather closes in and we have rain and
drizzle and it all becomes a bit of a hassle
to go to all that effort in the fading light.
Then three other yachts come in on the last
of the light and the anchorage becomes
crowded.

Sunday 15 July
Tinkers Hole to Bunessan and onward
to Ulva
The anchorage is formed by Erraid and
Eilean Dubh which are made of beautiful
pink granite. Sue says it’s like the Brittany
coast and its sculptured skerries - but with
drizzle. The anchorage has been described
as looking like a quarry full of water, it is a
quite delightful place. The pink granite
seems to glow even when the sun isn’t
shining, and on a hot still summer day
would be a blissful place to be. Indeed
with Carraig tiderode, lying awkwardly to
the swell and the rain pelting down, idyllic
or not, the decision is made to leave early
against the tide and go through the Sound
of Iona searching if not for better weather
then reduced swell.

0848 hrs. Anchor aweigh and we motor
through the Southern entrance and
proceed clockwise around the skerries of
Eilean Dubh through the Steamers
Passage. We enter the Sound of Iona
against a knot of tide, yet the visibility
continues to close down with more drizzle,
and unfortunately, it’s not a day for
lingering and we lay a course for
Bunessan.

The shortest place-name in the world is the
one-letter Gælic for Iona – Í. It is often
known as Eilean Í or Í Chaluim Chille, the
latter linking it to its most famous
inhabitant, Calum Cille (dove of the
church , St Columba). We actually saw
very little of it, a big disappointment.

1048 hrs. Anchor at Bunessan in the shelter
of Eilean Ban, a good way off the pier or
shore. Dinghy lowered and we go off to
inspect Bunessan’s delights. The quirky

tiny local shop is open as is the hotel for
lunch - this being a Highland July, the
fire’s on to dry us out as we look out at the
drizzle and sheep shit. I cannot bring to
mind another place that can equal
Bunessan’s sheep - to say they have intent
is an understatement - only one word can
do - clarty (comparative clartier,
superlative clartiest) - sticky and foul;
muddy; filthy; dirty. This unfenced flock
are the unabashed excremental experts.

0152 hrs. Perhaps it was just the
unremitting drizzle, but we weigh anchor
and proceed out of Loch na Laithaich. The
wind’s a fine Southerly 4-5 and it’s a
straightforward run towards Loch na Keal.

Loch na Keal - Loch na Caol - Loch of the
Kyle, or Narrows, is the principal sea loch
on the western, or Atlantic coastline,
extends about 13 miles inland, almost
bisecting Mull, and extending to within 3
miles of the eastern shore.

The run is straightforward, goose-winged
at times - passing Macquarie Rock to port.
1412 hrs. alongside and all fast starboard
side to the new pontoon. The run in has
been across the shallows at low water
using Antares detailed charts, with the tide
beginning to flood the bay - there’s quite a
bit of current through the pontoons (that
are bridged to Mull) on the site of the old
anchorage. We hook up to the shoreside
power and top up the water tank. Cockpit
cover on and we settle in to sit out the fine
drizzle that obscures what will prove to be
a very pretty location.

Ulva has been populated since the
Mesolithic and there are various Neolithic
remains on the island. The Norse
occupation of the island in the Early
Historic Period has left few tangible
artefacts but did bequeath the island its
name, which is probably from Ulvoy,
meaning ‘wolf island’. Celtic culture was a
major influence during both Pictish and
Dalriadan times as well as the post-Norse
period when the islands became part of
modern Scotland. This long period, when
Gælic became the dominant language, was
ended by the 19th-century Clearances. At
its height Ulva had a population of over
800, but today this has declined to fewer
than 10.

Numerous well-known individuals have
connections with the island including
David Livingstone, Samuel Johnson,
Macquarie - the first Australian Governor -
The ‘father of Australia’, General Lachlan
MacQuarie (1761-1824), was born on Ulva.
He instituted liberal penal reforms in
Australia while serving as governor of
New South Wales but this made him so
unpopular with the settlers that he had to
be recalled - and Walter Scott, who drew
inspiration from Ulva for his 1815 poem,
The Lord of the Isles. Wildlife is abundant:
cetaceans are regularly seen in the
surrounding waters and over 500 species
of plant have been recorded. Today there is
a regular ferry service and tourism is the
mainstay of the economy. In March this

year, the Scottish Land Fund pledged £4.4
million towards a community buyout of
the island, and the North West Mull
Community Woodland Company took
ownership of the island on the 21st June
2018.

Monday 16 July
Ulva to Arinagour calling at Staffa and
Treshnish Isles
This trip there has been a standing joke of
going ashore for a breakfast bacon butty -
the present situation is that we have put in
considerable effort, all in vain - Ulva
proves that ‘pucca’ food rules with high-
end homemade bread, crab sandwiches
and cracked lobster, but no sight of the
low-key buttie. We even walk up an
appetite with a walk around the Island’s
East end and exceptionally pretty it proves
to be. However, instead we eat an early
lunch onboard, before executing the most
embarrassing exit by Carraig from any
pontoon - ever. The blame’s all mine - Sue
has the right to be deeply embarrassed at
her crew’s failure to release the port
headline leading to a major shambles of a
sudden stop to gathering sternway.
1136 hrs. Silently underway.

Weather: Southerly 3-4 occasionally 5 with
a long low westerly swell.

We clear Ulva’s Eastern point, hoist sails
and tack close-hauled into the swell. The
refitted genoa is pulling well on the port
tack and has a good shape, driving Carraig
forward with a good angle in the stiffening
wind. We pass Geasgill Mor and Beg close
hauled putting in a couple of tacks to clear
Little Colonsay (Colbhasa Beag) which is

Bunessan - sheep country
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uninhabited. The geology of the island is
columnar basalt, similar to that of
neighbouring Staffa.

In 1841 the population was 16 individuals
in two households, but by 1881 no
population was recorded, the island
having been cleared in 1846 by F.W. Clark,
the notorious owner of Gometra and Ulva.
The censuses of 1891 and 1931 recorded
two inhabitants. In the early 20th century
the island was farmed by John MacColum,
known as ‘Johnny Colonsay’, but he and
his family were forced out by a plague of
rats. The island is currently owned by the
family of Viscount Blakenham (died this
year - 2018), but has not been permanently
inhabited since the 1940s. The 2nd
Viscount’s daughter, Cressida Cowell, the
author of children’s books including How
to Train Your Dragon, spent childhood
summers on the island.

Staffa
1618 hrs. We’re lying off Staffa’s eastern
landing place. There are two tourist boats
lying off to the North east in calmer water.
Meanwhile there’s a long, long crocodile of
people, climbing to the plateaux and
descending down to the caves. A human
traffic jam - this isn’t promising;
furthermore I’m reluctant to run Carraig
alongside the jetty or for that matter,
anchor off in the swell’s back send in what
is known to be a poor anchorage. Instead,
we motor to lie off close in to fingal’s cave,
out lying reef and drift Northeastwards
snapping photos, while curious puffins
duck dive for food.

Onward to Treshnish Islands
1700 hrs. we’ve broad reached down to the
islands and by 1720 hrs. lying snugly in the
shallow anchorage in bright sunlight. We
dinghy ashore to the landing beach, which
needs good timing and a nimble step
ashore to avoid a ducking in the low swell.
The beach has football sized stones with a
worn tourist path leading the way to the
green sward. We spot movement up at the
derelict roofless black houses. This is our
first time on Treshnish Islands and it’s a
steepish climb onto Lunga’s main
plateaux.

Volcanic Lunga has been described as ‘a
green jewel in a peacock sea’. Populated
until the 19th century Lunga still bears the
remains of blackhouses, lazybeds and low
walls. It’s designated a Site of Special
Scientific Interest because of its abundant
plant life. Many rare and endangered
plants are native to the island.
Plants include primrose, birdsfoot trefoil,
orchids, sea campion, sea thrift, sea pinks,
yellow flags, tormentil and oyster plant.
Grey seals inhabit the waters surrounding
the island, while birdlife includes storm-
petrels, kittiwakes and Manx shearwaters.
Guillemot, puffin and razorbills breed on
Lunga and on the Harp Rock, a sea stack
separated by a narrow gut. Shags inhabit
overhanging sheltered rocks in makeshift

nests of sea rubbish, meanwhile, puffins
gather in loose gangs on any suitable jump
off point.

Lazybed - feannagan - is a traditional
method of arable cultivation - not to be
confused with the Runrig system. High
parallel banks of ridge and furrow are dug
by spade up to 2.5m in width, with narrow
drainage channels between them. It was
used in southern parts of Britain from the
post-Roman period until the post-
medieval period, and across much of
Ireland and Scotland until the 19th century.
Although it is largely extinct, it is still to be
found in parts of the Hebrides and the
west of Ireland. In these places, the
method used is normally to lift up sods of
peat and apply desalinated seaweed
fertiliser to improve the ground. Potatoes
were often grown until the potato blight
Phytophthora infestans caused potato
famine in the Highlands and Ireland.
Probably during this period Lunga and the
surrounding island would have been
abandoned.

Sue and I are uncertain what to expect. At
the black house there’s a den constructed
from plastic sheeting and cheap rope, and
scattered tents. The constructors are
studying Storm-petrels. Whilst the
recording and counting of Petrels is
interesting, the humans have divided up in
sexist mode not too dissimilar the Lord of
the flies - ‘the girls’ are doing domestics;
the ‘boys’ engaged in ‘technical stuff’; and
the ‘headmen’ are discussing and keeping
records. We are treated with respect and
politely informed of what the group are
doing, but to the ‘headmen’ we are a
distraction. We set off for the Harp Rock
and meet on the way a gaggle of +20
photographers winding their way back to
the landing place. They are all
knowledgeable, enthusiastic and happy to
chat. They lug huge heavy lenses which
are in danger of tipping some off the
narrow steep path that girds the Island.

Harp Rock is clothed in guano and birds,
an extraordinary, but good sight. No
indicator of oceanic health is as visible and
well documented as the seabirds, and the
news is not good. In fact, the statistics are
catastrophic: research shows a 69.7% drop
worldwide in the last 60 years. Birds are a
popular and well-studied subject, with
legions of dedicated observers prepared to
go out in all weathers and count. This is
not an extrapolation or inspired
guesswork. Entire colonies have simply
disappeared.
At Sumburgh Head in Shetland, 33,000
puffins have vanished in less than a
decade, leaving a handful of survivors.
Populations of guillemots, fulmars,
razorbills, skuas and terns have all
crashed. And kittiwakes too. Of all the
gulls, the kittiwake is arguably the most
interesting: a supreme flyer with the grace
of a ballerina and the ferocious temper of a
cage fighter. Adam Nicolson (owner of the

Shant Islands), his book The Seabird’s Cry,
relates how one naval officer recorded the
deaths of 107,250 birds in a single season.
The feathers went into hats. Such was the
carnage that in 1889 Emily Williamson
founded the Plumage League for women
who refused to wear them. It later evolved
into the RSPB. Now, however, kittiwake
numbers are in decline again and this time
the causes are less visible, but no less of
human fault. British seas have warmed
and that has reduced the sand eel
population, a particularly bad
development for surface-feeders like the
kittiwake.

Back on board we make our way out
through the Northern channel, marked by
reefs and islands onto which the low swell
lazily breaks.

Coll
The plan is to make for Coll’s Loch
Eatharna, which is reasonably sheltered.
2112 hrs. we’ve sailed into the bay
rounded up and stowed sails off the ferry
pier. We motor as far into the Bay as we
can to avoid the swell that is deflected into
the bay. There’s a quieter bay to the
Northwest but it’s a bit tight with
moorings, so where we are has to do for
the night. A late dinner and we go to our
bunks, rocked to sleep by the slight but
persistent swell.

My wrist is responding to the
antihistamine, although not pretty, it’s
improving. We’ll see in the morning if I
need to see a Quack.

Tuesday 17 July
Arinagour Coll towards Port Mor
Muck.
Arinagour - the shieling of the goats - is a
line of whitewashed croft’s and cottages.
We’re ashore to buy ‘fresh’ bread at the
shops and to the fine Community Hall for
fabulous showers. Now there’s the big
shop with the basics or the wee one that
has bamboo shoots in brine and Hatcho
Miso - traditionally stuff made of 100%
soybeans. I kid you not. Sue buys the
expensive Miso as a present for Graham.

1248 hrs. the nigglesome problem with the
windlass becomes a bit more permanent. I
inspect the contacts and squirt wd40, I
suspect the controller’s deck connection, I
wiggle it a bit and it all comes back online.

Weather: South Westerly veering NW 3 or
less with showers.

Coll’s Eastern coast is indented and steep
too. We have the main up to steady her
and potter down the coast as far as the
Gunna Sound for a bit of lunch. It’s
overcast and dull. We keep Carraig out in
100m before lining her up to cross the
expansive shallows at Gunna Island. 1500
hrs. Anchored in Caolas Ban Gunna in 5m
on white sand - we can see the chain
sneaking off to the anchor, it’s that clear. A
very late lunch then ashore in the dinghy.
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‘Gunna’ is a Norse forename, and Haswell-
Smith suggests that Gunni-y means island
of Gunni the Dane (although it is not
recorded for which Gunni the island was
named) .

Gunna lies between Coll and Tiree, closer
to Coll. It is 69 hectares in area, 35 metres
at its highest point, there’s a nicely
converted black house - empty but well
appointed - and simply stunning beaches.
Nowhere is it wider than 500 metres.

A blackhouse - Gælic: taigh-dubh is a
traditional type of house which used to be
common in the Scottish Highlands, the
Hebrides, and Ireland. The origin of the
name blackhouse is of some debate. On
Lewis, in particular, it seems to have been
used to distinguish the older blackhouses
from some of the newer white-houses
Gælic: taigh-geal or taigh ban with their
harled (rendered) stone walls. There may
also be some confusion arising from the
phonetic similarity between the dubh,
meaning black, and tughadh, meaning
thatch. The immediate origins of the
blackhouse are unclear as few pre-
eighteenth century examples have
probably never been excavated. One
reason for this is that, unlike their later
counterparts, the early examples may have
been made of turf and thatch and quickly
returned to the earth once abandoned. As
one of the most primitive forms of the
North Atlantic longhouse tradition it is
very probable that the roots of the
blackhouse, in which cattle and humans
shared the same roof, is well over 1000
years old. The Lewis examples have clearly
been modified to survive in the tough
environment of the Outer Hebrides. Low
rounded roofs, elaborately roped, were
developed to resist the strong Atlantic
winds and thick walls to provide
insulation and to support the sideways
forces of the short driftwood roof timbers.
Later buildings were generally built with
double wall dry-stone walls packed with
earth, and were roofed with wooden
rafters covered with a thatch of turf with
cereal straw or reed. The floor was
generally flagstones or packed earth and
there was a central hearth for the fire.
There was no chimney for the smoke to
escape through. Instead the smoke made
its way through the roof. This led to the
soot blackening of the interior which may

also have contributed to the adoption of
name blackhouse.

Many of the upstanding ruins were built
less than 150 years ago, when populations
were moved to the coast, (and onto poorer
ground) to allow Landlords to develop
huge sheep runs and shooting Estates.
Many were still roofed until the 1970s but
without the necessary annual repairs
deteriorated rapidly; as people moved into
more modern dwellings with indoor
plumbing and better heating, most have
fallen into ruin. However, blackhouses are
increasingly being restored, especially for
use as holiday accommodation.

It had to happen - returning to Carraig,
Sue gets soaked as the dingy broaches in
the surf.

We’re keeping an eye on the tide to shoot
through Gunna Sound and up Coll’s West
Coast. Low tide at Gott’s Bay 1600 hrs. We
can see the tide turning on Placaid Botha
Starboard buoy and at 1712 hrs. anchor
aweigh and we set off through the Sound
on the West going stream - which is
already running at 3kts and has a small
standing wave to the West. This coast is of
Machair, - a Gælic word meaning fertile
low lying grassy plain. This is the name
given to one of the rarest habitats in
Europe which only occurs on exposed
western coasts of Scotland. It’s still a
rugged coast interspersed with sand dunes
and huge incongruous houses at odds with
their landscape - hence the imported
expensive Miso soup.

1936 hrs. It’s been dull all day and there’s
the ominous black cloud and lowering
base and the heavens open firstly with
heavy driving rain then West coast drizzle.
It’s said that Tiree and Coll are the sunniest
sites in Britain, but as we leave the North
end of Coll we have our oilies on.

Muck
Port Mor’s entrance guarded by its red
rock and black skerry, has long been
upgraded with perches and a directional
leading light. We turn into the Channel
mindful of it’s cross tide and reefs and
enter the harbour bay at 2142 hrs. A quick
turn, let go the anchor and we tuck
ourselves in by the Western arm in three
metres, clear of the ferry channel.

Sue gives my yellowing but less bloated
wrist the once over - She’s the one with the
Doctorate and pills - and declares I ll live.

Wednesday 18 July
Muck to Tobermory via Muck’s
Gallanach Bay
Weather: Variable 2-3 increasing to 4,
showers.

Muck, (Gælic - the Island of Pigs) a
privately owned Island since 1896, of all
the Small Islands, has the most viable of
population, although numerically smaller
than Community owned Eigg, the age

profile is such that there are more children
in the primary school, and the Island’s
future looks promising. Canna too, owned
by The National Trust for Scotland,
struggles with its management model and
depopulation threatens it’s primary school
with closure. Ashore for a wash and a
brush up at the Community Hall then to
the tea room - breakfast - Bacon Butties -
our first since Oban - and a definite cause
to celebrate. Sue says she’s in the mood for
a swim, after all she has the full kit -
wetsuit, goggles, flippers and
determination.

1212 hrs. Anchor aweigh and proceed anti-
clockwise round Muck to Gallanach Bay.
It’s smooth and sunny and the Scurr on
Eigg is glistening and we can see all the
Small Islands and Skye’s South Coast in
the haze, it’s to be a sparkling West Coast
day.

1321 hrs. We anchor close in, and do a
quick tide calculation, to allow for the
falling tide and set the depth alarm too.
Sue kits up and is off over the side. She’s
not alone, the beach is busy with people
and kids, bizarrely a couple of massive
bulls sit contentedly next to each other on
the hot sand, and another couple of
humans in the water inspect the reef and
kelp - the water, she says is cold, but the
kelp forest is stunning. I take the dinghy
ashore and paddle, it’s warm in the
shallows, but the beach’s high strand line
is covered in plastic fishing litter - I ain’t
swimming. The heat builds and Sue checks
Carraig’s underwater hull and boards for a
shower and lunch. The bulls finally tire of
the sand, hot sun and each other’s
company. On their hooves, they face up
and ever so gently head butt, more of a
deliberate hard caress, perhaps well aware
of each other’s damaging strengths, then
contentedly amble off in opposite directions.

Converted black house on Gunna Hull inspection in progress - all ship shape

Bulls - together but apart?
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Otters are said to play in Gallanach Bay
where sea-beans from the West Indies,
which are considered lucky charms, are
sometimes washed in by the Gulf Stream.
In spite of the low height some alpine
plants can be found growing on Muck –
dwarf–juniper, crowberry, club moss, rose
root sedum, mountain cats-paw and
pyramidal bugle. In early summer the
fields are covered with marigold, iris,
cornflower and bluebell but there is little
heather. A few acres of woodland provide
some welcome tree cover.

1454 hrs. Anchor aweigh and out of the
Bay. 1536 hrs. To the South West of Muck,
outside E. nan Each (horse Island) whilst
overcast, it’s flat calm with little swell.
1636 hrs. Ardnamurchan Lt abeam to
Starboard. There’s seabirds, including
Puffins, frolicking Seals, Porpoises and the
odd Minke Whale. It’s noticeable that
flocks of Razorbills and Manx Shearwater
are reduced in size, sometimes to
ridiculously small numbers, perhaps due
to the complexities of Climate Change.

1900 hrs. Rubha nan Gall Lt abeam and the
Kilchoan ferry overtakes us ever so closely
to starboard - uncomfortable at the
juxtapostion, I shift Carraig out to port to
let it pass between us and the Mull shore -
The skipper steps out of the wheelhouse to
doff his bunnet - perhaps, in the
circumstances, one of the nicests of
gestures.

1930 hrs. Tobermory pontoon and
alongside. Ashore for an ‘OKish’ dinner
and a wander to the Mishnish, now a
shadow of its former glory, with a bit of
the pub at the end of the world feel.

Thursday 19 July
Tobermory to Loch a Choire
We’ve topped up with water. 1218 hrs. off
the pontoon.

Weather: South Westerly 3-4 becoming
variable.

We’re sailing, close hauled - the wind
tends to ‘bend’ along the Sound of Mull
and we hug Calve Island. Sue’s at the helm
and we’re taking every lift - Carraig’s
exquisitely balanced and going like the
proverbial train and there’s much quiet
concentration. 1336 hrs. Castleal nan Con
abeam and we’re still close hauled to clear
the East coast. It’s clear that we’re hauling
in the yachts ahead, and those astern are
not gaining either. If we hold our nerve
and tweek the sheets we will make and
round fiunary Rocks buoy and stand on to
the lower Sound in one tack. The wind
veers a smidgen and we’re overtaking
Brightonbelle.org an 80 footer training
ketch. There’s a bit of activity on her and
we hear winches grinding, but Sue’s
already got the next 36 footer ahead in her
sight. It’s one of these canny sails where
we seem to have our own little puff of
wind and can do no wrong.

1624 hrs. Yule Rocks - Inninsh Bay and the
high plateau of the Table of Lorn gives
quirky winds and the tide’s easing off. We
can see the wind’s going light and fluckie,
and then Carraig stalls as we fall into a
hole in the wind and those behind sail
around it and by it and we’re left standing,
becalmed. Still ‘til then it was one of those
memorable magical sail and Sue is
justifiably chuffed with her efforts. 1700
hrs. The wind returns and we round Rubh
na Ridrie and head east along the Morven
coast. Close up, the Glen Sanda quarry is
dwarfed by its mountain setting and
vehicles and people are similarly dwarfed
by the scale of the quarry itself. 1912 hrs.
Loch a Choire. Anchored in 10m on the
narrow shelf off the small burn and dyke
on the north shore - the anchorage’s a bit
tight amongst the mooring, which belong
to Boathouse Restaurant. The loch’s fjord
like setting’s a magnificent sight in the
gloaming. A great day’s satisfying sail -
just fabulous.

Friday 20 July
Loch a Choire to Oban
The day starts as driech and windless as
we watch the clouds lift over the
mountains.

1130 hrs. Anchor aweigh - set off to Appin
Pier via Shuna channel. It’s a slow drift
until the drizzle lifts and a Westerly sets in.
We motorsail down the Sound of Shuna as
the weather brightens. The Southern
entrance has a channel marked by very
small buoyage. Nevertheless, there’s
plenty of water and we set off towards
Appin Pier Hotel for lunch. 1430 hrs. We
pick up one of the Hotel’s buoys and go
ashore. Unfortunately, we’re too late for
lunch by 5 minutes, nor can the Hotel do
sandwiches either. We mull this
information over a pint and decide we’ll
lunch aboard - a good choice as the
weather brightens. 1642 hrs. Let go and
broad reach into the Linn of Lorn. 1654 hrs.
The wind is strengthening again from the
West and we alter course to pass the
Maiden Island via the narrow eastern
channel. The Admiralty Chart shows this
as a rock strewn passage, however, Antares
survey charts a deep clear straightforward
passage close to the Island. We’re able to
sail most of the way - although we have
the engine on stand-by - the Island creates
a wind shadow, and we ghost through the
constricted passage emerging towards
Oban’s Corran Narrows. 1830 hrs.
Alongside Oban’s new Transit Marina,
with access to the town via the North Pier,
there’s a bit of traffic and crowd noise,
otherwise its OK and I’m sure they will get
their electrical problems sorted too.

Saturday 21 July
It’s changeover day and Sue is going south
to Skipton and Alasdhair is arriving from
London by train for a weeks sailing. I drive
Sue to Glasgow Central Station - in the
‘ford tin-can’ and the change over goes

very smoothly - Alasdhair gets off the train
and Sue gets on - simples. Alasdhair and I
are to share a week onboard. We are in
need of a new Ensign and the necessary
visit to Duncans also lets me buy a new
mooring line too. The Oban car-parking
arrangement works well.

Sunday 22 July
Oban to Carsaig Bay
1118 hrs. Off pontoon and heading down
Kerrera Sound. At Rubha Seanach we hoist
sails in Southwesterly 3-4 and tack south
out towards Inish Isle. Alasdhair and I are
working Carraig hard to windward and at
fladda Islands the wind freshens and the
tide takes us through the Sound of Luing
at 9kts, and it’s a cracking sail. We’re
making the best of the wind now, but
already see a wind change ahead and at
Reisa Mhic Phaidean the wind dies
completely and we start the motor. 1836
hrs. We are anchored inside the North
entrance sheltered by the Island. A calm
anchorage with light winds and drizzle. A
great sail with some hard tacking south to
clear the islands and through the fladda
tide gate. We have reefed at times, down to
two reefs in the main.

Alasdhair has not only rustles up lunch
but also prepares dinner. It’s a joy to fire
up the heater and we’re to our bunks by
10pm - knackered.

The anchorage is snug and it’s seasonably
wet whilst to the South the Country gets
on dealing with it’s extended heatwave.

Monday 23 July
Carsaig Bay to Craighouse, Jura, via
McCormaig Islands.
1112 hrs. Anchor aweigh and we thread a
passage south inside the reefs and into
Carsaig Bay proper, the weather getting
progressively wetter.

1330 hrs. Anchored in the ‘Gut’ at Eilean
Mor in 3.5m close into the South shore
with the anchor well bedded in.
Alasdhair’s first attempt had landed on a
patch of kelp and didn’t hold. We dinghy
ashore to walk as far as the Chapel and it’s
Cross. The ruined 12th Century chapel of
St. Cormack (Cille Mhic-Charmaig) lies at
its centre, which features a vaulted chancel
containing the effigy of an ecclesiastical
figure and the shaft of an early mediæval
cross is nearby. The chapel is maintained
by Historic Environment Scotland. But my
God its a wet and a slippy walk in heavy
drizzle and although extremely interesting
we don’t linger.

1530 hrs. Anchor aweigh and we round the
island to the North West. The Islands sit in
and diverts the current in the Sound of
Jura which on certain tides creates a river
of roaring standing waves in the strong
tidal streams. In Mid-Sound, we pass close
to the pinnacle lighthouse of Skervuile -
Sgeir Mhuile. This rock lighthouse was
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constructed to mark an isolated and
dangerous group of stacks near the
southern end of the Sound of Jura. It was
constructed (as part of a major programme
of construction) by David and Thomas
Stevenson, and was first exhibited in 1865,
having remained unlit for five years after
its completion on account of a
disagreement between the Commissioners
of Northern Lights and the Board of Trade.
1720 hrs. Round up into Loch an Mile and
moor to a buoy. Ashore at Craighouse to
the Jura Hotel for a hot shower and a pint.
A good meal of Jura venison and a chat to
a southbound Irish boat. The Bar’s full of
local ‘blokes’ who’re loud, foul mouthed
and on a Monday evening session - the
Distillery is immediately across the road.
We leave in the Simmer Dim to see our
way home to Carraig.

Tuesday 24 July
Craighouse to Lochaline
0848 hrs. Off the mooring and motor out
through the Southern entrance to the Small
Islands - we’re off early to take advantage
of the North going tidal stream. 0936 hrs.
Nine foot rock passed motor sailing with
the tide up the East coast of Jura.
Everywhere there are deer fences to
protect crops and trees - the Island has
huge deer herds. We cross the Gulf of
Corryvreckan the tide stream close to the
Jura coast pushes out through the Gulf and
we have to take Carraig more than 25° off
to Starboard to maintain her course to
fladda. There are tourist ribs speeding
south of Lunga heading for the Grey Dogs
to either thrill or frighten their passengers
in the channel’s fast tide. The wind’s
beginning to set in Southwesterly 5s and
turning fair too. 1624 hrs. Blacks Memorial
at the Sound of Mull and Carraig’s going
very well 1824 hrs. Alasdhair brings
Carraig alongside the Loch Aline Pontoon,
which is being continually developed into
superb facilities, then cooks tea as well,
while Hamish cleans up the deck.

Wednesday 25 July
Lochaline to Salen, Loch Sunart
Weather: Southerly 3-4 occasionally 5,
becoming SE 5-6 later. The change in
direction is due to low pressure building to
the South and possible 7s.

We go to Loch Aline community store for
fresh provisions. The route is past the
working silica sand mine, the machinery
rumbles on as it crushes and grades the
rock into the finest of sand to make optical
grade glass wear (I took 3,000 tons of sand
to Pilkingtons, Manchester in the mv St
Colman in 1970s). We manage a square
sausage sandwich at the van by the ferry
slip. 1312 hrs. Out of the Loch, the wind’s
flukie dropping to Southerly 2 then
gusting 5s, but it’s a good broad reach past
the Stirks reefs and into Loch Sunart. 1648
hrs. We take Carraig to the North of Risga
Island. The tide catches us and the wind is

blanked by the island, but we ghost
through with the engine on standby. This
part of the upper Loch is spectacularly
beautiful and has attracted many ‘fancy’
and architecturally interesting houses - all
built with the stunning view in mind. 1818
hrs. We are directed to a buoy by the Salen
Jetty Harbour Master. There’s only the
outer north facing pontoon berth available,
we are not keen to take it with the chop
that’s developing and the Harbour
Master’s not keen to put us there either.
The buoy pennant is too large to get it’s
thimble onboard and we deploy Carraig’s
bridle. With a bit of reflection we should
have led the line back to the same fairlead
as Carraig begins to seesaw the chain on
the buoy, but otherwise all is good.

Alasdhair has done all the of the
navigation and sailing today in a brisk
wind. Yet again we eat one of his fabulous
pastas before a walk ashore for a pint at
the Hotel. The crew of the yacht Ulver are
interesting, they have circumnavigated the
UK as crew on a sailing Polynesian canoe.
Then back to Carraig after a pleasant chat.

The toilet appears to be blocking and
there’s worse to come.

Thursday 26 July
Salen to Tobermory
0430 hrs. Carraig is rocked by ferocious
gusts funnelling into the bay. I have left the
dinghy in the water on her painter and I
have a suspicion all is not well. A gust has
flipped the dinghy and it’s lying upside
down with the outboard engine immersed
and the wrong way up - bugger! It’s never
done this before and I should have lifted it
out of the water anyway. I right it and
secure it square on to the stern for the
night. In daylight, we inspect the damage
and collect the petrol can from the shore.
I’m keen to get some oil into the motor and
spray the gubbins with WD40 to dispel the
water. The barometer pressure continues to
fall, with high cumulus but otherwise clear
with a very warm wind.

The winds still gusting 7s at times kicking
into severe downdrafts due to Katabatic
winds from the surrounding mountains.
1248 hrs. The south side of the Loch looks
quieter and we decide to make our way
out via the South coast, motor sailing with
a double reefed main very close hauled
into the wind. 1430 hrs. We sail into Loch
na droma buidhe and anchor for lunch -
we put out almost 60m of chain in uneven
15 - 20m of water as the wind stours across
the loch and we ‘birl’ in the fierce gusts -
we’ll sit this one out for the time being.
1518 hrs. The wind backs a tad and drops a
bit, we heave short to, then anchor aweigh.
Underway, double reefed with a
handkerchief of jib out. The wind’s still
gusting, but as soon as we round close to
(almost on top of) the Little Stirk South
Cardinal buoy we can now ease off the
sheets and reach across to Tobermory. 1642
hrs. Alongside the Tobermory pontoon and
all fast out of the wind.

We meet Donald, Sheena and Jim on Aja
before they set off to Loch Aline. Donald
and Jim suggest WD40ing the outboard’s
spark plug port. Alasdhair takes it for a
run - it runs, hesitates then runs better.

Donald and Sheena are delighted when
Alasdhair tells them of his and Amy’s
fabulous news of the forthcoming birth.

It has been an exciting sail in top end
conditions and Alasdhair handles it all
with aplomb.

Friday 27 July
Tobermory to Oban Transit Marina.
We remain alongside while the bog is ‘de-
coked’ - the problem is found and fixed -
not really the bog’s problem.

1430 hrs. Off the pontoon with a reef in
main and jib - the wind gusting 6s. We tack
against the tide making good progress,
taking progressively longer Southerly
tacks. However, it’s clear that the wind is
easing and at Eilean Glas the wind dies.
1848 hrs. Engine on and jib stowed - we
make the decision to go to Oban.

Weather: Barometer dropping and sky
very confused and the air is unseasonably
warm. We check the forecast, which is not
too bright, to be 7s later with thunder.

2130 hrs. We are secure to the Oban Transit
marina - the weather’s thundery and not
too soon the heavens open.

A long day’s sail and we decide - given the
rain - to stay aboard and pick up stores
tomorrow.

Carraig - Moody 33 Mk1 - with a great
reputation as a confortable sea boat.
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Saturday 28 July
Oban Transit Marina
Weather: East 4 then cyclonic becoming
South or Southwesterly 5 or 6 increasing 7
or 8 later. Ominously, the onboard
Barograph continues to drop steeply and
finally the Met Office issues an imminent
severe gale warning of South to Southwest
6 to 8 occasional severe gale 9, decreasing 5
becoming variable 3 to 4 rain then
showers.

With the boat in constant use, this is as
good a place to tidy up, lunch ashore and
do some washing. The engine’s working
well; oil, cooling and exhaust gas mixer is
checked and found to be OK. Mindful that
the Barometer continues it downward
descent, we eat aboard and turn in for an
early night.

2200 hrs. Barometer drops to 993mb and
wind increases to 7-8 gusting 9s at times.
The Marina’s outside wave attenuating
pontoon is bucking and frequently awash.
Carraig’s sitting stern to the wind and it’s
getting noisy down below in the aft cabin.

2300 hrs. Alasdhair and I take time to run
more shore lines to double up as have a
few other boats, we have done our best
and settle down to watch the storm from
the cockpit. The wind is now howling in
the rigging and we’ve never experience as
violent storm as this on Carraig. Shortly
the Marina’s power trips, with no shore
lighting and bucking pontoons, in the
circumstance, it’s extremely dangerous to
venture off Carraig. The Marina has
neither 24 hour duty shore staff nor on-call
maintenance; mains power was not
restored until Monday 30 July.

Sunday 29 July
Oban Transit Marina
Weather: the day begins with South to
Southwesterly 7-8 gusting sever gale force
9, with pressure rising quickly. After the
early morning gales the day begins
brightly, but by 1400 hrs. it’s drizzling and
then rains heavily

0730 hrs. early start to the day - Alasdhair
makes this morning’s Glasgow to London
train. Hamish has a traditional Scottish
breakfast in a cafe in Pollokshaws before
heading north back to Oban.

Loch lomondside - I’m following a car
which is going like the hammers - I round
a corner to find it’s spun and across the
carriageway - I reverse back round the
corner and put on double flashers. All’s
well the driver’s on the way to Skye but
she’s OK. The car ’s been badly damaged
having hit rocks on both sides of the road.
As luck would have it in the south going
queue is a breakdown truck, which is
quickly brought to the front. As I didn’t
actually see the spin there’s no need for me
to hold up the traffic - off with the flashers
and I’m on my way - the road ahead is
clear but the south going queue tails back
for 15 miles - just shows how busy this
route is.

2100 hrs. Still no shore power - run engine
to provide hotwater and charge batteries.

Monday 30 July
Oban to Loch Melfort
I’m up early to drive to Loch Melfort to
leave the car at the Boatyard and catch the
bus back to Oban, a pleasant run from the
vantage point of the bus.

1400 hrs. Off the pontoon and motor sail
down the Sound of Kerrera towards
Easdale Harbour. 1634 hrs. The tide’s not
to turn in the Cuan Sound 1845 hrs. so I’m
in no rush. The weather’s improving all
the time, and I’ve read the pilot books
about Port Mary. 1630 hrs. Anchored
behind the skerries at Port Mary, there’s a
clap of thunder, but otherwise is very
pleasant. It’s very much a temporary
anchorage as it’s very open to the South
West and provides little shelter when the
tides in.

The Cuan Sound is a narrow channel. It
separates Seil Island and Luing, with a
very strong current, the streams attain a
rate of at least 7 knots at springs.

Luing The name’s unclear - according to
Haswell-Smith the name ‘Luing’ may
derive from the Old Norse lyng, meaning
‘heather’ or long meaning ship and is one
of the Slate Islands. The island has an area
of 5.5 sq miles and is bounded by several
small skerries and islets. It has a
population of around 200 people, mostly
living in Cullipool, Toberonochy (Tobar
Dhonnchaidh), and Blackmillbay. The
main industries on Luing are tourism,
lobster fishing and beef farming, primarily
a breed of red beef cattle, produced by the
Cadzow family in 1947 from a cross
between Beef Shorthorn and Highland
cattle, although slate quarrying was
important until 1965, with quarries at
Toberonochy, Cullipool, and a smaller one
at Port Mary. Some people think that the
quarries add to the romance of the Slate
Islands. My take is that it was a tough and
dangerous existence, which when the
quarrying and processing finally collapsed
left a post-industrial mess and no onward
local employment. Those that got rich from
the workings lived far from the Islands.
Slate from Luing was used in the
construction of the University of Glasgow
and re-roofing of Iona Abbey.

1815 hrs. Anchor aweigh and head off
towards the Cuan Sound. I’ve been
watching the tide and the Western race is
going down very quickly - with it being
almost slack water there’s about a Knot
against and I take the opportunity to
motor to the south of Cleit Rock then out
into Loch Melfort.

1944 hrs. Carraig’s moored in Loch Melfort
- Loch na Cille. I’m to leave Carraig here
for a few days, and drive South to pick
Pamela up at Gourock.

Friday 3 August
Loch Melfort
Pamela and I have left Kames at 0915 hrs.
to catch the Portavadie ferry and cross
Loch Fyne for the drive to Loch Melfort. I
bring Carraig back from the buoy to the
loading pontoon. We’re joined by Richard
and Gina from Leeds who are holidaying
in the area. Richard’s a keen sailor, but
hasn’t been on this size of yacht for a while
and is as keen as mustard to get going.

1230 hrs. Off the pontoon and motor sail
down towards Campbells rock before the
wind fills in 1324 hrs. anchor at the north
end of Shuna for lunch - Gina has brought
a magnificent spread.

Shuna (Gælic Siuna) is one of the Slate
Islands lying east of Luing on the west
coast of Scotland. In 1815, James Yates, a
Glasgow native living in Woodville in
Devon, bought the island from Colonel
McDonald of Lynedale. In 1829 Yates
bequeathed the island in trust to the
magistrates and council of Glasgow, with
profits from the estate divide two fifths to
the city, two fifths to Glasgow University
and one fifth to Glasgow Royal Infirmary.
This was disputed by Yates heir, who
accepted £300 from the trustees to settle his
claim. The revenue from the island was
scarce and the trustees sold it in 1911.
Shuna Castle was built as recently as 1911.
It fell into disrepair in the 1980s when the
cost of maintenance become too great.
Unlike the other Slate Islands, Shuna has
little slate, and has historically been
farmed, although it is now overgrown with
woodland. There are several cairns in the
south and west of the small island. During
the nineteenth century the population
numbered up to 69, but by the 2001 census,
Shuna was one of four Scottish islands
with a population of one. The island has
been privately owned by the Gully family
since 1946. It is now occupied by a farmer
and his family, who let four houses as
holiday cottages and had a usually
resident population of 3 in 2011. The island
has healthy populations of Red, Roe and
Fallow deer; along with Otters, Common
and Grey Seals, Porpoises and Dolphins
out on the water.

1430 hrs. Anchor aweigh, we planning to
sail round Shuna anticlockwise in a
Southwesterly 4-5 and we reach into
Toberonochy Kilchattan Bay, before
turning North at Ardluing South Cardinal
Buoy and broad reaching towards Craobh
then back to Loch Melfort. 1721 hrs.
alongside the pontoon and secure
Starboard side to. A four hour sail to whet
Richard and Gina appetite for more.

Pamela cooks dinner that evening -it’s a
pouch of prepared Waitrose stew - Pamela
logs that it’s not exactly good, filling yes -
but not really tasty. Funny, I bought three
pouches and Sue, Alasdhair and Pamela
have all independently complained and,
they were not cheap.
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Saturday and Sunday
4 - 5 August
Bit of a clean down day and I tart up the
hull with Starbright cleaner, it’s magic stuff
and takes four year’s mess off.

We take on 101l of diesel then ashore to
fleshpots of Oban for stores.

On Sunday we head back to Leeds via
Kames. The plan is to drop off the two
outboards - Carraig’s ducked and
spluttering one and Lassiette’s leaking one
for repair at Sandpoint and pick them up
later in the month.

Tuesday 21 August
Loch Melford
1100 hrs. Move Carraig back onto the
pontoon from the buoy.

Ahhhhhhh! I’ve picked up Carraig’s
serviced outboard it starts once then
refuses to go - it’s in a worse condition
than before and looks like there’s no spark
with the coil gone that could prove to be
expensive. The weather deteriorates
towards the evening.

Wednesday 22 August
Loch Melfort
A final check then go to Sandpoint with
the outboard. The engineers get Lassiette’s
outboard fixed pronto and run it up in a
tank of water -all OK. Carraig one got a
serious intermittent fault and I’m not
prepared to take it, and also concerned
about the cost of repair versus the motor’s
value, but I leave it for the time being.
Crossing the River Clyde I am able to leave
a working outboard with Alasdhair and
Amy who are staying with Donald and
Sheena and I head off down to Leeds.

Saturday 25 August
Loch Melfort
Alasdhair and Amy, who have been in
Scotland for a week, are onboard for a
week’s sailing with their friends Dave and
Clare.

Alasdhair says that it’s a beautiful sunny
day and they are boarded by playful
roguish Pirates. Alan and Clare and the
kids Daisy, Dougie and Effie are on their
annual holiday up at the Loch Melfort
Village cottage and skillfully paddle on
their boards across the Loch to the Marina
pontoon.

Alasdhair and Amy drive to Oban,
principally to collect Dave and Clare from
the train and to do some Tesco shopping.
Everyone is surprised at Dave’s expected
prodigious biscuit intake. Nevertheless,
Dave and Clare cook pea and broccoli
risotto and it’s followed by cheese and a
game of Yatsee.

Sunday 26 August
Loch Melfort to Loch Aline
1045 hrs. Alasdhair and crew take Carraig
off the berth, he notes that there’s 0.3m
under the keel on leaving the pontoon.
That’s not exactly right as the meter’s set
with a bit in hand. 1130 hrs. Cuan sound at
slackwater 1330 hrs. to the Southwest of
the Bogha Nuadh rocks the wind dies and
engine run. 1500 hrs. Alongside the
pontoon at Loch Aline. Helpful boat at
Loch Melfort gives departure advice at an
inappropriate moment. The day’s been
wet, although porpoises sighted in Loch
Melfort. Dave’s baptism of fire - helming
in the Cuan Sound and doing a ‘hand
brake turn’ at the corner. At last a sharp
kitchen knife discovered then the
deployment of the first aid kit. Amy taught
rope coiling and all except Clare give up
on handling the main halyard as the rest of
the crew are too short. To celebrate Dave
did doughnuts in Loch Aline. Alasdhair
and Amy’s turn to cook - onion and bacon
stew. The day ends with ‘blind’ milktray
tasting and whisky.

Monday 27 August
Loch Aline to Salen via Loch Drumbuie
1035 hrs. Depart the pontoon at Loch Aline
1330 hrs. anchor Drambuie

1445 hrs. depart Drumnbie 1740 hrs.
Alongside pontoon at Salen, Loch

Sunart.
Alasdhair writes: It’s an exceedingly misty
and moist morning - couldn’t see Mull.
Chased the sun up the Sound of Mull.
Clare’s on the wheel for the narrow
entrance and to the anchorage at Loch
Drambuie for lunch - homemade pea soup
by Amy. Dave celebrates the sunshine by
going for a swim. Amy steers as we goose-
wing to Salen pontoon. Yet more porpoises
seen and finally sit on deck in the sunshine
with G&Ts to celebrate arrival. Great meal
in the Salen Hotel. Stopped by a B+B to
buy German Bread for tomorrow’s
breakfast. ‘Crew’ for Edinburgh jewellery
advert dined next to us.

Tuesday 28 August
Salen to Tobermory
Weather: South to South West 4-5
occasionally 6 at first

Dave and Clare ashore for croissants from
Salen store to start the day.

1015 hrs. Off the pontoon. The day starts
quite bumpy for wee junior AB2. The plan
was to be an early start to arrive before the
rain set in. Had a dry if grey sail down
Loch Sunart with some tacking which
proved good sailing practice for the crew.
Amy helmed all the way down Sunart and
alongside the pontoon at Tobermory. 1320
hrs. Alongside. Lunch just prior to the rain
setting in, then crew ashore to explore the
shops, before a wash and brush up at the
showers. A simply delicious dinner at Cafe
fish to end the evening.

Wednesday 29 August
Tobermory to Port Appin
Weather: Westerly 4-5 occasionally 6
becoming variable 3 with showers.

0920 hrs. Left Tobermory in sunshine and
simultaneous rain. Overtook a huge Tall
Ship in the Sound of Mull. 1200 hrs.
Anchored in Atornish Bay for lunch. Dave
swam (less swimming than in Loch
Drambuie). fishing rods deployed but no
mackerel about. 1330 hrs. Anchor aweigh
and a good sail up loch Linnhe, thought
about staying in Port Ramsey on Lismore
but looked a little bit exposed to the West.
Picked up a mooring at Port Appin, but
felt very exposed in a fast tide. The
mooring line shot under Carraig when we
let go, but retrieved and all good. Amy
helmed up through the buoyed channel of
Shauna Sound and picked up a mooring at
Linnhe Marine in Dallends Bay. Meal
onboard made by Dave and Clare with
naan bread too. The outboard is reluctant
to start, but third time lucky and we all
went ashore to the Old Inn for wifi and a
forecast. The outboard conked out on the
way back.

Thursday 30 August
Shanna Sound to Loch Spelve
Weather: variable 2-3 showers

1030 hrs. Departed Shanna Sound.
Motored back through the Sound -
pancake flat and beautiful sunny. The
wind picked up and we were able to sail
through the Southern part of Loch Linnhe.
1320 hrs. Anchored in Otis Mor bay on
Kerrera. Lunch of bacon and egg
sandwiches - sun still shining for us and
suncream worn by all. 1415 hrs. Anchor
aweigh and cross the firth of Lorn. Dave
spots the Mull sea eagle at the entrance to
Loch Spelve. The ‘Mushroom’ and the
mussel farm ropes were avoided before we
anchored in the northwest part of the Loch
at 1630 hrs, Ashore for mussels 2 kilos for
£2 - a bargain! White wine, garlic, mussels
and bread for tea. A beautiful sunset, a
very still night. A game and the last of the
milktray before bed.

Friday 31 August
Loch Spelve to Craobh Haven
Weather: South to South East 4-5
Occasionally 3 at first the 6 later with
occasional rain.

0905 hrs. Anchors aweigh out of the Loch
on outgoing stream - 5 minutes later than
planned - the skipper was almost happy.
The weather is sunny and the sea is glassy
coming out of Spelve. Sails up at Inish
Island although there is hardly any wind.
Sailing this trip has been really good fun.
1155 hrs. Abeam of fladda and through the
Sound of Luing avoiding the Grey Dogs
before tide turned - highest speed of the
trip 10.5 knots. Lunch taken at 1354 hrs. in
Shuna’s North Bay. Highlight of the lunch
was mackerel in tomato sauce. 1530 hrs.
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Anchor weigh - very little wind so
motored round to Craobh and all secure at
1630 hrs, Brilliant showers whilst
Alasdhair and Dave cooked dinner.
Whisky consumed and new supplies got
from the Lord of the Isles shop. Game of
Pass the Pigs - Alasdhair much better at
this game now.

Saturday 1 September
Craobh Haven to Loch Melfort
Weather: South westerly 5-6 becoming 3-4
occasional rain.

1105 Let go pontoon Motored out then
hoisted sails in almost a flat calm and
drifted round to Loch Melfort. Did a bit of
rock dodging at North Asknish Bay - no
sign of reef displayed on Admiralty chart -
Antares looks more realistic. Saw
porpoises at the head of the loch 1220 hrs.
on mooring at Loch Melfort. Dinner at the
Loch Melfort Hotel - great food but
dysfunctional service. Quite a late night
before we tracked down a staff member to
pay bill.

Thursday 6 September
Loch Melfort
1400 hrs. We’ve come up from Leeds
Hamish, Pamela and Sue.

Alasdhair’s left Carraig on her mooring,
and I bring her to the pontoon.

There’s this musty smell again but it goes
quickly when we ventilate - I’ll check the
bilges thoroughly at the end of the season.

Bit of laundry done; dinner prepared -
pasta, ham and a sauce; Alasdhair and
gang have demolished the nibbles and
sunk the gin - more shopping needed.

Pamela and Sue are to their bunks by ten -
it’s been a long day from Leeds to Loch
Melfort.

We have used the Yard at Loch Melfort as a
base over a number of years, they have
always looked after us well. The owner
and I have a shared experience - he was
the Chief Engineer and I was a junior
Navigation Officer on the Blue Funnel’s
Nelius - a beautiful steam turbine cargo
liner - my first eastward round the world
circumnavigation via Capetown and
Panama.

Friday 7 September
Loch Melfort to Loch Spelve via Easdale
Harbour.
1020 hrs. Off the pontoon with Pamela at
the helm. This is difficult for her, the wind
is variable and gusting, whilst Carraig’s
not over canvassed it’s requiring all
Pamela’s skill and she’s really out of her
comfort zone when Carraig responds.
Nevertheless she perseveres and acquits
herself supremely well.

1142 hrs. We enter the Cuan Sound going
with a 2 knot tide. 1212 hrs. At a buoy in
Easedale Harbour, lunch aboard then
rowed ashore to explore.

A ferry sails from Easdale to Ellenabeich
(Gælic: Eilean nam Beathach) on the
nearby island of Seil (Gælic: Saoil), which
is separated from Easdale by only a narrow
channel.

Once a centre of the British slate industry,
Easdale had a community of more than 500
working as many as seven quarries, some
of which extended to 300 feet below sea
level. Easdale slate helped to build major
cities of the British Empire and can still be
seen on rooftops as far afield as
Melbourne, Nova Scotia, Dunedin and
Dublin. The great storm of 1850 flooded
most of the quarries. Lacking any means of
pumping the water away, the slate
industry on the island more or less came to
an abrupt end. The last slate was cut in the
1950s and the once active quarries are little
more than still pools which provide a safe
haven for a wide variety of flora and bird
life. By the early 1960s, the population had
dwindled to only four people and the
island appeared doomed. Descendants of
the original quarrymen, along with others
from around the world, have moved to
Easdale to create a model of island
regeneration. The island now has a
population of around sixty people and is
the smallest permanently inhabited island
of the Inner Hebrides.

The island is owned by Jonathan
Feigenbaum, who succeeded his late father
Clive Feigenbaum (the former chairman of
Stanley Gibbons - stamps). Clive created
local issues of stamps, and Jonathan has
continued doing this.

The World Stone Skimming Championship
has taken place annually in September on
Easdale since 1997. In 2012 the event came
under threat after Jonathan Feigenbaum
requested £1,000 for using the slate quarry
the championship uses. The competition
only went ahead after the Press and
Journal newspaper offered to pay the fee. A
community buyout is on the cards.

1412 hrs. Off the buoy and head out
towards Inish Island. We have passed Inish
regularly, the island has a fringe reef, and
no documented anchorage or landing,
making it one of the least visited islands on
the West Coast - it may have been known
as Inish capul (Mare Island). Onwards to
Loch Spelve - the wind is North Westerly
gusting 5 and we’re sailing under main
and a reefed jib for balance. We’ve judged
entry finely and head for the Loch’s
Northern arm. An impressive entrance, the
channel narrowed by extensive shallows,
but rather less sportingly now the rock that
covers has been marked.

There’s no pub - although now the mussel
farm does a roaring trade with visitors.
1630 hrs. Anchored in the Northwest
anchorage.

Anchored in Loch Spelve

One of Easedales quarries with a view towards Inish Island and Mull
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Sue says: ‘Woke to a lovely morning in
Loch Melfort, breakfasted onboard and
ready for the off at 1020am. Engine off
ASAP then sailed to the Cuan Sound.
Motor on again to control a fast tide run
through the Sound, and up to Easdale.
Picked up a borrowed mooring, lunch of
cheese and ham sandwiches then rowed
ashore. Walked round the island admiring
the deep quarry pits all filled with
seawater. Beautiful hedgerows with plump
brambles, hips and colourful wild flowers.
Long beat up to Loch Spelve, anchored
where Alasdhair et al had been, but
though it too late to go looking for
mussels. We’re eating up the store
cupboard with nice bottle of white - all
content. Heater on, Hot water bottles
filled, warm and ready for bed by 9pm.’

Saturday 8 September
Loch Spelve to Craobh via Pulldobhrain,
Easdale and Cuan Sound.
0948 hrs. Anchor aweigh, the bottom is
extremely fine mud and shell requiring a
good wash down for’d. We exit from Loch
Spelve going with the tide. The wind’s
picking up becoming South to South
Easterly 5-6 as we close hauled to
Pulldobhrian 1248 hrs. at anchor in 3.5
metres. We are veering and swinging to
too much chain and at times far too close
to the reefs. We re-anchor with less chain
and Carraig lies better. The bay’s bottom
has been well ploughed - it’s a very
popular anchorage - and it’s common for
anchors not to set correctly, we take time to
make sure it’s well dug in. We’re ashore to
the Tigh na truish pub, which has always
been a bit grotty, currently the pub’s
kitchen’s being redone and there’s no food.
It’s a good walk to ‘the bridge’, and a fine
sunny afternoon to sit by Seil Sound, it’s
high water and a motor boat roars under
the bridge and away southward,
demonstrating that the Sound’s navigable,
at least for them.

1630 hrs. Anchor aweigh and set off to go
through Easdale Harbour, and arriving at
the Cuin Sound with the turn of the tide
and shoot through at 10 kts. 1842 hrs.
Alongside at Craobh and all fast.

Pamela says: ‘Very calm anchorage, woke
to a beautiful calm morning - loch like
mirror glass. Forecast for the Northern
sailing waters to become severe so Captain
H made decision to head south. Sue at the
helm with both sails up and a good sail
down through Easdale Harbour via
Pulldobhrain. Dropped anchor and had
lunch on board of homemade pizza.
Dinghy row ashore and a half-mile walk
over the hill to Clachan and to Tigh na
Truish pub. Drink at the pub (no food
available) - sat outside in the sunshine.
Walked back to the dinghy and back on
board. Anchor aweigh and sail down to
Craobh Marina in sunshine. Beautiful day -
calm before the storm. Berth B24 port side
to. Ashore to the Lord of the Isles pub for
an average but pricey dinner. Back on
board at 9pm when the rain starts -early
night.’

Sunday 9 September
Craobh
The weather’s to turn nasty - gales and
severe gale 9 predicted. Extra lines run,
dingy secured and all lashed down. The
day is really for ‘make and mend’.
Everyone avails themselves of the excellent
showers - hot clean and free (free?), apart
from the 20p for the hair drier - the girls
complain. It’s a Scottish breakfast pack for
brunch. Pamela and Sue walk up the road
a bit, to the brow of the hill and pick
brambles in anticipation of a crumble. We
watched some training yachts arriving and
their slicked down crews looked a tad
dishevelled, it’s now a bit wild out in the
Loch. We didn’t regret the decision to stay
put as the wind and rain gets steadily
worse. Antipasti mixto for tea. Hot water
bottles and early night for all.

Monday 10 September
Craobh
With the wind to veer South Westerly 6-8
later we decide to stay put. In all
likelihood the weather will not improve
even for a late departure down through
the Dorus Mor to Ardfern. There’s a fish
farm workboat on the pontoon giving us
shelter, but it leaves early and we take the
full brunt of the heavy rain. Pamela and
Sue have organised a taxi back to Loch
Melfort to collect the car. They tour the
area first to the holiday village and then to
the local shop and post office for some
goodies. Back onboard - it’s a delicious
pork stew and bramble and apple crumble.
A lovely dinner. The wind whines in the
rigging and the rain belts down.

The temperature so far this month has held
up well, but now, the surface pressure and
jet stream forecast is looking unsettled as
far out as 8 days ahead. With this forecast
it’s right that we think of heading south
and through the Crinan Canal. The
summer crowds are dissipating, the leaves
begin to turn yellow and brown, and the
weather is mild during the day, but chilly
at night and we’re running the heaters at
night.

Tuesday 11 September
Craobh to Ardfern
Forecast: West to Southwest 5-7 gale 8 at
times until later.

Pamela’s to take the car round to Ardfern.

1100 hrs. Off berth. Waited for a lull in the
weather, then let go and reversed out
astern to port. On exiting the Marina we
appeared to lose power. Whilst the revs
fluctuated wildly the engine never stops.
The main priority was to get the reefed
sails up on her pronto. The alternative plan
is to head back down into loch Melfort,
anchor and sort ourselves out. This power
loss was not dissimilar to that experienced
on the trip from Padstow to Milford Haven
- this time I have more than sufficient oil
and fuel filters and a diesel dosing kit.

We have gained shelter from Shauna and
Luing and the wind is gusting Westerly 5-
6, we’re well reefed and all is secure, but
it’s to be a header ‘til the Dorus Mor. As
the engine is struggling to maintain full
revs, and the needle is noticeably
wavering, and although the revs are well
up, we decide to keep the engine running
with the sails we’re driving on in the South
going ebb, the north running tide starts at
1510 hrs. We’ll run the engine til we’re
berthed even if it’s not under load.

1206 hrs. Black Rocks abeam and we’re
gaining shelter from Reina Mhic Phaidean.
On the way down off Hutchenson’s Rock
we took a wind gust of South Southwest 8,
and Carraig shipped some moderate spray
and dug her bow in a couple of times.

1230 hrs. In Dorus Mor (Big Door) and
through to Loch Craignish, we come round
from a reach to more of a run. We can see a
squall approaching from the South West
and sure enough it rains. We decide to
delay our entry to Ardfern marina until the
squall goes through. 1330 hrs. Alongside
Starboard side to the visitor pontoon. We
leave the engine running out of gear. A
check on the propeller shows that all’s
clear and when re-engaged the engine runs
smoothly alongside. There’s a distinct
possibility that the engine’s sucking in
tank dirt, which may well settle. No drama
despite clocking 33.8kts of wind and an
average of over 25kts the whole way.

In the meantime, Pamela’s been busy. She’s
done a laundry and gone to Seil Island to
buy a gift of a painted slate from Easdale -
the boatman transferring money and
purchase to and from Easdale Island. We
all met back in Ardfern for Afternoon tea
and scones. Tea was fresh pasta and
brilliant bramble crumble.

Sue has to go south soon and we all have
to make a decision about transiting the
Crinan Canal. Maureen, James, Amy and
Greig are due down at the weekend to
assist us through. The weather’s a bit
squally and going forward the wind will
moderate for a Saturday transit - but first
we have to get to the Canal and much of
that’s weather dependent.

Wednesday 12 September

The path from Pulldobhrain to the
Tigh na truish pub
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Ardfern to Crinan
Forecast West or South West 5-7 including
gale 8 later

Our run down to the Crinan Canal is 7mls
much of that will be in the shelter of Loch
Craignish’s narrow Eastern arm behind
Eilean Righ and Macashkin. This should
totally kill any sea and diminish the wind’s
effects to squalls - and so it proves.

1130 hrs. Depart the visitor pontoon and
head for the re-fueling berth. We take on
over 46l of fuel and throw in all the
biocides for good measure. The last time
we took fuel was at the Loch Melfort
pontoon, and without casting aspersions,
the engine had run fine all summer up and
until we took 100l there. 1200 hrs. Off fuel
berth and out into the Loch. Again the revs
are variable, but do settle down. Double
reefed with a southerly wind gusting 7s.
On leaving the shelter of Eilean Macaskin
as expected there’s a bit of chop in Loch
Crinan, but much of that is due to the
shallows and we shelter at Crinan behind
Eilean Da Mheinn to rig for the locks. 1312
hrs. In the Sea Lock and by 1330 hrs. we’re
in the Basin all fast.

Meanwhile, Pamela has driven from
Ardfern to the Co-op at Lochgilphead
thence to the Cairnbaan Hotel. Darren’s
gone - he loved his hotel - bought out by
his Ex- wife Christine.

Decision time: The girls go for a walk
along the towpath and I strip down to
change the air and fuel filters. Buckets, dog
mats, cleaning gear, filters and tools ready.
Off with the old on with the new -
remembering that the engine fuel one
spins off clockwise when seen from above!!
Bled and run up the engine and all’s well. I
take the old filters ashore and hack them to
death - there’s signs of diesel bug black
threads, but otherwise they’re OK. I have
one more set of filters, but I’m hopeful that
the diesel cleaning system will work. The
girls return, they have been on a fab walk,
quite a walk to the very top of the local hill
with great views through lichen covered
Atlantic Oak trees interesting fungi and
wetland greenery and back onboard for
1830 hrs,

A well earned drinks and small plates at
the Crinan Hotel then back on board for
cheese and biscuits.

Thursday 13 September
Crinan Basin
Plan A: Transit of the Canal on Saturday is
abandoned as James and Co can no longer
make it. With the weather as it is and lack
of other boats ’crews to help, will make it
hard work for both Pamela and myself.

Plan B: Set off tomorrow Friday as soon as
the Canal’s working, with aim of reaching
Cairnbaan. Dingy onboard and lines setup
for transit. Sue has pushed back her
departure time to help us through -
certainly as far as Ardrishaig if she can, but
she has to be away by Saturday evening at
the latest.

Carraig and Camelyne setting up for a fast Crinan Canal transit in 5 hours 42 minutes.
The Canal Pilots have the assistance of the Canal Staff, who see to it that some locks are
set-up and there are no major hold-ups - excepting that at Ardrishaig there was a major
delay at the second bridge.

As an aside - yes Carraig’s topside are due a paint job.
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As it’s now a spare day and we have the
car and an exploratory trip to Tayvallich
and beyond to Keills Chapel and it’s Port
is a goer. When we get to Carsaig it’s
blowing a Hooley certainly Westerly 7 and
quite cold. Loch Sween and surrounds are
protected areas, either as Areas of
Outstanding Natural Beauty, Scientific
Interest or in the loch, unique areas of
marle, natural oyster beds or volcano tube
growth. Recently introduced and granted
full time residency is a colony of European
Beaver. Being nocturnal we won’t see them
and the surrounding loch’s visitor centre is
shut on Thursdays.

Tayvallich (pronounced TAY-vee-AL-ich -
Taigh a’ Bhealaich - is a delightfully
compact small village. The name has its
origins in Norwegian, but the Gælic means
the ‘house of the pass’. The village is built
around a sheltered harbour on Loch Sween
and the local economy is based on tourism
and fishing. Originally a Norwegian
Colony, it is believed that the Knapdale
peninsula was the centre.

We are now on a C gated road which leads
us to Keills Chapel, set back on a small
mound, the building dates from the 11th
century and is in the care of Historic
Scotland as is Kilmory Knap Chapel on the
opposite shore of Loch Sween. The name
originates from the word keeill, meaning
chapel. The re-roofed structure contains an
important collection of early stone
sculpture, including six early Christian
cross-slabs, around forty late medieval
grave slabs recovered from the chapel or
churchyard, and a celtic cross which
previously stood outside the chapel where
a modern blank replacement now stands.
The original has been moved inside the
chapel to protect it from the elements.

The complete and well-preserved late 8th-
early 9th century Keills cross is carved
from local grey-green epidiorite. It is only
decorated on one face, the sides and back
being dressed smooth without further
decoration. Its proportions are unusual,
with very short side-arms broader than the
shaft and upper limb. The latter shows the
archangel St. Michæl standing over a
serpent (a symbol of triumph over the
devil). The lower limb shows Christ on the
Judgement Seat. He is holding a book,
possibly the Bible or New Testament,
symbolising mercy, in his left hand, and a
flail in his right, symbolising judgement.
There is a circular design at the crossing,
with three round objects in the centre,
which may symbolise the Holy Trinity.
Around this are four animals representing
the four evangelists.

At the very end of the road is Keills Caladh
(harbour), once one of the ferry points for
Jura and Islay together with it’s disused
cattle and sheep fanks, slip and pier.
There’s a fairly modern house, no doubt
replacing an older houff, but otherwise it’s
a bit bleak in the wind driven rain. Sue and
I inspect the pier as we ourselves are being

carefully watched. Slinking about the
unmortared stones is a Pine Marten, with
its giveaway white throat. It shows no fear,
but steadily keeps its distance, then finally
cuts and runs to disappear into a gap in
the pier’s stonework.

It’s dreich and we’ve seen as much we’ll
see as the visibility deteriorates and it’s
time to go back to Carraig.

I have a chat with Robin, a canal bridge
keeper, at the Crinan Hotel bar over a pint
and free freshly dredged scallops - hardly
environmentally sound, but delicious all
the same. Robin knows that there’s a 50
footer due in with a Canal Pilot which will
be given assistance to clear the canal
tomorrow. We better be ready in the
morning.

Friday 14 September
Crinan to Portavadie
0948 hrs. Off the berth and entering the
first lock portside to with running lines to
blocks fore and aft.

1342 hrs. Cleared the toplock and passed
Cairnbaan.

1530 hrs. Clear the sealock at Ardrishaig
and proceed down Lochgilp. Pamela gets a
lift back to Crinan to pick up the car and
will meet Carraig at Portavadie.

1842 hrs. All fast at Portavadie pontoon,
portside to.

It has been a fast day and not without
incident: We’re all up early and showered.
Then Pamela has a nasty fall on a bit of
slippy path - she’s covered from head to
toe in mud and a bit shaken, she goes back
to the shower block to get cleaned up.
Pamela, Sue and Andy have had some
heavy work this day - Yet it’s a fast transit -
0542 hrs.

Saturday 15 September
Portavadie to Kames mooring
1130 hrs. Off pontoon and soon as we clear
the Marina Sue and I have the main up

and the jib out in South Easterly 3-4. We go
inside Scat Mor and it’s a tight squeeze on
this starboard tack to clear Eilean Aoidhe,
but by pinching the wind we pass within a
gnat’s whisker of the shore. We round
Ardlamont and free up to run goose-
winged for the mooring. 1436 hrs.
Carraig’s back on her mooring off
Rockholm - the line’s fat with mussels and
sea life - the marine growth is spectacular
again. Then, we’re ashore for a cup of tea.

That evening Sue goes south to Skipton
with a car load of gear.

Sunday 23 September
Kames to James Watt Dock Greenock
0840 hrs. Off mooring. We’ve left early as I
aim to get the tide up the river, the wind’s
good for a fast passage.

1312 hrs. It’s blowing stink and a cold
wind. I dock Carraig starboard side too as
the wind’s plucks at her and I take my
time to align her up to the pontoon, only to
have a gust catch her stern as if she knows
this is the last of the season. finally we’re
docked and derigged. Pamela arrives with
the car, which is quickly filled with gear
and we’re off back to Leeds.

Thursday 27 September
Carraig’s out of the water, and to her
winter berth.

Keill’s eleventh centuary chapel


